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1 I. INTRODUCTION

2 The Complamtm this matter makes seveiriaUegatioM

3 provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act, as amended ("Act"). First, the Complaint

4 alleges that Obama for America and Martin H. Nesbitt, in his official capacity as Treasurer,

5 ("OFA") converted campaign funds to President Barack Obama's personal use by paying his

6 personal travel expenses during the 2008 presidential election in violation of 2 U.S.C. § 439a(b).

7 Specifically, the Complaint claims that OFA and Presided Obama violated the Act's prohibition

8 on personal use of campaign ccrtribufora when OF A used c^

9 President's trip to Hawaii to visit his sick grandmother on October 23 and 24,2008.

10 Second, the Complaint alleges that VID A Fitness ("VIDA"), a health club based in

11 Washington, D.C., violated 2 U.S.C. § 441b(a) and 11 C.F.R. §§ 114.2(b), (d) and (f) by

12 facilitating the makmg of contributions and makmgproMbi^

13 Victory Fund ("OVF"). a joint fundraising committee comprised of OFA and the Democratic

14 National Committee ("DNC"). The O>mplaint claims that VTOA facilitated the nwu^

15 contributions by using a corporate email list to distribute OVF fundraising solicitations and

16 allov^OVFtouscVIDA'sfiwilra'esfbrarundraiser. Because VID A allegedly never charged

17 OW for the iise of the email list or tte

18 and OW knowingly accepted, prohibited corporate contributions.

19 Third\ the Conrolamt alleges tta

20 Project Vote, an affiliate of the non-profit community organization, ACORN, in violation of 2

21 U.S.C. § 434(b) and 11 C.F.R. § 104.3. Fourth, the Complaint alleges that OFA intended to

22 accept, and Saul Ewing LLP intended to make, an excessive contribution in the form of pro bono

23 legal services provided by Saul Ewing lawyers to OFA in violation of 2 U.S.C. §441a.
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1 Based on the discussion below, we recommend that the Commission: 1) dismiss the

2 allegation that OFA and President Obama violated 2 U.S.C. § 439a(b) by converting campaign

3 funds for President Obama's personal use and send a cautionary letter, 2) find reason to believe

4 that VIDA and David von Storch, President of VIDA, violated 2 U.S.C. § 441b(a) and 11 C.F.R.

5 § 114.2 by soliciting outside of the restricted class and facilitating the making of contributions;

^ 6 3 ) dismiss the allegation that OVF, OFA, and the DNC violated 2 U.S.C. § 441b(a) by
Kl
KI 7 knowingly accepting a prohibited contribution; 4) find no reason to believe OF A violated 2
•H

(0 8 U.S.C. § 434(b) and 11 C.F.R. § 104.3 by failing to report an alleged transfer of a donor list; and

«jy 9 5)find no reason to believe that OFA knowingly accepted or Saul Ewing made, an excessive
0
O 10 contribution in violation of 2 U.S.C. §441a. In addition, we recommend that the Commission
•H

11 I
12 | close the file as to the remaining respondents.

13 II. FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

14 A* APfgfd Convcntoii of CyniM%i F1"̂ ! f? Personal Use

15 1. Facts

16 OF A was the principal campaign committee for PresidemBarack Obama during the 2008

17 election far U.S. President On or about October 21,2008, President Obama's campaign

18 reportedly announced that the President would siispend his campaign to visit his ailuig

19 grandmother in Hawaii.1 According to the Response submitted by OFA, on October 23 and 24,

20 2008, President Obama traveled to Hawaii on his campaign plane, and Mthe purpose of the trip

21 was to visit his dying grandmother." OFA Response at 2. The Response, however, notes that

22 because me trip occurred two weeks before the general election

21.2008; Michael Powell, Obama Britfy Ltavittg TVctf to SM ̂ C>o»idhiorttr, THE NEW Yowc TIMES, Oct 21.
2008.
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1 to travel on an aircraft "equipped with the space and capacity to address security and working

2 requirements." Id. In fact, the Secret Service required the President to use the campaign plane.

3 Id. In addition, the Response states that campaign aides traveled with the President to Hawaii,

4 and he participated in numerous campaign-related phone calls and meetings while in Hawaii.

5 The Response further notes that the "trip was reported on extensively by the national media." A/.

6 The Complaint estimates that OFA may have paid over $100,000 to fly the President on
Kl
N"1
M 7 the campaign plane wimomobtainmg reimbursement rrom the President. Complaint at 4 (citing
•H
CD 8 T. W. Famam, Campaigns Take Different Stances on Using Private Jets, WALL ST. J., Oct 29,
M
JJ 9 2008). The Response does not indicate what the airfare to and rrom Hawaii actually cost, and we
O
O 10 have not been able to obtain any such information through publicly available sources.
•H

11 2.

12 Under 2 U.S.C. § 439a(bXl), a contribution cannot be converted to personal use by any

13 person. Id. Such conversion occurs "if the contribution or amount is used to fulfill any
i

1 4 commitment, obligation, or expense of a person that would exist irrespective of the candidate's

15 election campaign or individual's duties as a holder of Federal office." 2 U.S.C. § 439a(bX2);

16 see also 1 1 C.F.R. § 1 13.1(g). In other words, "expenses that would be incurred even if the

17 candidate was not a candidate or officeholder are treated as persorial rather than campaign or

1 8 officeholder related." Final Ride and Explanation and Justification, Persona! Use of Campaign

19 Funds, 60 Fed. Reg. 7861, 7863 (Feb. 9, 1995) (hereinafter "1995 Personal Use E&J").3

The article cited in the Complaint estimate! that a flight to Hawaii on the Obama campaign charter plan, a Boeing
737, would likely cost about $10,000 per flight hour,aiidaaumingthatthefl^wiilOhouriindWrtioii,OFA
probably paid at least $100,000 for the trip. OFA reported a payment of $180,10125 to Executive Jet Management
on October 31,2008, on to 2008 Post̂ jc^ Report. However, we oo not know if tfaiidUbunemcnt covered the
President's trip to Hawaii. Even if thia dnbunenient did include the trip, the diibunoment likely included other air
travel besides the flight to and own Hawaii.
Mn the Bipartisan CampugnRefbnn Act of 2002,
in 11 CF.R. 5 113.IfcXl) by amending the pre-BCRA verdonof2U.S.CS439a(b).
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1 The Response claims that OFA's use of campaign funds to pay for the trip was not a

2 violation of section 439a. The Response contends that the expenses for the Hawaii trip "would

3 not have been incurred irrespective of President-Elect Obama's candidacy." Response at 2.

4 While the Response admits that the purpose of the trip was to visit his dying grandmother, h

5 maintainsthat security concerns and workmg requirements rendered it "impossible*1 for the

6 President not to fly on the campaign plane. Id. Furthermore, the Response argues that during the

7 trip, the President engaged in campaign activities that were more than incidental, and thus the

8 expense of this travel should be considered a campaign expense under 11 C.F.R. § 106.3(bX3),

9 which requires that a candidate report travel expenditmcs where the candidate conducts any non-

10 incidental, campaign related activity hi a travel stop.

11 In cases where travel involves both personal and campaign-related activities, 11 C.F.R.

12 § 113.1(gXlX»XQ provides mat "the incremental expenses that result from personal activities

13 are personal use, unless the persons) benefiting from thuiiseremiburse(s) the campaign account

14 within thirty days for the amount of the incremental expenses." Id; see also 11 C.F.R.

15 § 113.1(gXl)(u'XD) (requiring candidate to reimburse campaign account within 30 days where

16 vehicle is used for both personal and campaign-related activm'es, iinless personal activities are a

17 de minima amount); 1995 Personal Use E&J at 7869 (stating if committee uses campaign funds

18 to pay for mixed travel expenses, the candidate or officeholder is required to reimburse

19 committee for incremental expenses that resulted fiom personal activities); MUR 5218 (Russ

20 Francis), First General Counsel's Report at 7-8 (stating that candidate should have reimbursed

21 committee where some travel expenses paid by committee appeared to be for personal use).

22 While the Commission has required candidates or office holders to reimburse incremental travel

ExpUmatto* ad Justification. Pmrtfa The
Commiition therefore amount U.
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1 expenses that are personal, (i.e., additional expenses attributable to personal use in a mixed travel

2 context), the Commission historically has considered airfare as a defined expense that is not

3 apportioned as both a personal and campaign expense and thus applied the irrespective test to

4 determine whether personal or campaign funds should be used to pay for the airfare. SfeeAO

5 2002-05 (Hutchinson) (citing 1995 Personal Use EftJ at 7869).

tn 6 Based upon the parties'submissions, it appears that the trip to Hawaii,
Kt
"i 7 the campaign plane, would have occurred irrespective of Obama's campaign and thus constitutes
*"*!
}{J 8 personal use uiKte 2 U.S.C.§439a(b^ OF A concedes that
<T
<T 9 the purpose of the Hawaii trip was to visit Obama's dying grandmother, not for a campaign-
O
5 10 related event While the Response cites the extensive national media coverage of the trip to*"i

11 support this conclusion, the coverage actually focused on how the President had suspended his

12 campaign to visit her, not on any campaign events that he was scheduled to attend.4 While OFA

13 claims that the President also engaged in some non-incio^ntalcan^aign activity, the air travel

14 itself appears to have been a defined expense that would have existed irrespective of the

15 campaign activity.5 Thus, it appears that President Obama should have reimbursed his campaign

16 for the airfare for the trip to Hawaii under §439a(b).

17 The Response relies on 11 C.F.R. § 106.3, which concerns the allocation of expenses for

18 campaign and non-campaign related travel, in support of its assertion that OFA's use of

19 campaign funds for the trip to Hawaii was permissible. Section 106.3(bX3) provides mat where

4 SM, «.g, Helmut, npra note 1 (reporting that BarKkOfaemi would suspend campaigning for 24 boon to visit
ailing grandmother).
5 In the 1995 Personal Use E&J, the Commission cited an example where a member of Conpws takes a trip to
Florida to make a speech in his or her official capacity aiid then decides to stay an extra week to enjoy a vacation.
StwttatTSW. White the member wouM be required to retato
vacation, the member would not have to pay any mcremeittl potion of the airfare gtonto
would have been incurred even if the member hid not extended the trip for vacation purposes. /dL;M0aboAO
2002-05 (Hutchinson). Beceuw we haw the opposite situation in this matter, where the tty
irrespective of my campaign activity, the candidate would have to pay for the air&re.
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1 campaign activity is more than incidental in a stop, that entire stop will be treated as a campaign-

2 related stop and all travel expenditures must be reported. Id. However, the statutory prohibition

3 against personal use in 2 U.S.C. § 439a(b) and the definition of personal use in 11 C.F.R.

4 § 113.1(g), which apply the "irrespective test," trumps the less restrictive standard in section

5 106.3. If we were to apply section 106.3 in all cases involving mixed travel, men so long as a

6 candidate engages in some non-incidental campaign activity in a particular stop, the committee

7 could report all expenses for the stop as campaign-related without ever having to consider the

8 application of 2 U.S.C. § 439a(b), ultimately rendering that statutory provision a nullity in the

9 travel context

10 This conclusion is consistent with the Commission's approach in AO 2002-05

11 (Hutchinson). In this opinion, the Commission considered the interplay of the personal use

12 provisions and section 106.3 where a City Mayor traveled to Washington, D.C. to conduct city

13 business but also conducted some federal canipaign activity on the side and took some time for

14 personal travel. Because the Mayor spent two out of eight days on federal campaign activity, the

15 Commission concluded that the federal activity was more than incidental. Rather than treating

16 the whole trip as a campaign-related expense under section 106.3(b), however, the Commission

17 stated that me Mayor must apply the incremental a

18 that her federal committee paid for the campaign-related portion of the trip. With respect to the

19 airfare, the Commission stated that because "the airfare represents a defined expe

20 have existed irrespective of any personal or campaign related activities, the entire cost of the

21 ticket may be paid tor by the City, with no obligation by Ms. Hutchinson or her campaign

22 committee to reimburse the City." AO 2002-05 at 5.
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1 In applying section 1 13.1(g) to the activity at issue, the Commission stated that

2 section 106.3 predates the 1995 rulemakjng on personal use regulations at Part 113 and "reflects

3 a policy which was also less restrictive regarding the personal use of campaign funds.** Id. at A.

4 "Therefore, when applying 1 1 C.F.R. § 106.3(bX3), the Commission's more recent policy

5 concerns and mterpretatiorjsregaiding me persond use prohibition must te

6 significance." Id In fact, the Commission declared that past advisory opinions, including AO
h*.
OT 7 1992-34 and 1994-37, which applied section 106.3(bX3) and were inconsistent with the approach
*H

ID 8 in section 1 13.1(gXIXu'XC). were superseded. Id.
(M

JJ 9 In this matter, applying section 106.3(bX3) to transform a trip, which was for the
O
Q 10 undisputed purpose of meeting a persciid obh'gaticii, mto a campaign-related trip because the

1 1 candidate conducted some miBcHniff' and phone calls would undermine the statutory prohibition

12 against personal use established by Congress. While the prohibition on personal use recognizes

13 that candidates have wide discretion over the use of campaign funds, candidates must reasonably

14 show that the expenses at issue n»uh^ fixwn campaign activities. See 1995 Personal Use E&J at

15 7867. OFA does not state whether President Obama was scheduled to appear for any events that

16 were specifically scheduled in Hawaii, nor does it contend that the campaign activity, which

17 included conducting some meetings and making phone calls, was reqiiired to be condiictedm

18 Hawaii or was otherwise related to his trip to Hawaii. Indeed, OFA's Response appears to

19 conflict with what OFA reportedly cwmnunicated to the pubh'c m October 2008 b^

20 President Obama had suspended his campaign to visit his grandmother.6

21 White it appears that President Obama should have reimbursed the campaign for the

22 flight, reimbursement for the approxm^

4 SM supra p. 3 and note 1 .
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1 Secret Service required the President to use the campaign plane for security reasons.7 Instead, a

2 commercial first class rate would have applied had the President not been a Presidential

3 candidate at the time. When obtaining pricing information for a hypothetical flight from

4 Indianapolis, Indiana to Honolulu, Hawaii, we found prices ranging from $ 1,248-$ 1,338.'

5 Accordingly, it appears that President Obania woiild have had to reimrjurse the campaign with

6 funds in this range.

7 Given the small amount at issue, however, we do not believe that it would be a prudent

8 use of the Commission's limited resources to pursue this matter further. |

9

10

II

1 2 appears to present uniQiie

Furtherrun/re,

as President Obama was the first Presidential CTnididntg

13 to forego public financing in the general election, and most federal candidates are not required to

14 travel with the Secret Service and a large press corps and to use a private charter equipped to

15 address certain work and security requirements.9 Based upon the small amount in violation and

16 the relatively novel Acts and issues presented in this matter, we recornmend that the Commission

7ln tne Honest Leadership and Open Government Act of 2007 fmOGA^ Coqgpw amended 2 U.S.C.f439a to
require thitfcdenricndkteeipiy the &fr
rental charge for a comparable plane..." when making an expenditure for a flight oo an aircraft. S*f2U.S.C
$439a(cXl). Becau* ft appcan that teidertObema'! use of the campei^
an expenditure, rehnbunenient bawd on a charier rate would not apply m this i
1 AcconJhig to pcvss reports, Piesklent Obsina was te
Thursday, October 24,2008. SoHehnan,iipranotc 1. Thus, based on this taJbnnatioii, wo used a common on-
line travel website to determine what a hypothetical fuit class, coimnercuUiate would b^
HoMluluonaThursd^wiminthesameweelc. SwTravelocity Search Results, Attachment A. Weontyiesearcbcd
a one way ticket because the flight <*f|HHl*in Honolulu to where President Obania would resume his campaigning
would be considered a campaign stop and campaign fuidiwoiiU be inrt to Up^
Use EJU at 7869.
9 If Presklem Obsma had aeeepted piulic ftnanchu^
SM 11 C.F.R. { 9034.7(0X2) (under Tale 26, travel by publfcly ftaanced Pitsfclemial cmdidatw
nan incidental campaign activity is campajgn-related and a onahfied campaign expense).
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1 exercise its prosecutorial discretion and dismiss the allegation that OFA and President Obama

2 violated 2 U.S.C. § 439a(b) and send a cautionary letter that would advise the respondents of

3 their apparent violation of section 439a(b). See Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S. 821 (1985).

4 B. Alleged Facilitation and Making of Prohibited Contribution*

5 1. Facts

_ 6 VIDA, a Subchapter S corporation, is a fitness club with three locations in Washington,
HI
r*i 7 D.C. ° Response of VIDA Fitness C*VIDA Response"), Declaration of David von Storch ("von
H
^ 8 Storch Dec.") at Jl. David von Stoich is VIDA's sole shareholder and has been an active
sy
^ 9 member of the Democratic Party, von Starch Dec. at fl 1-2. According to the VIDA Response,
O
O 10 in mid-September 2008, Mr. von Storch and Tom Petrillo, a fundraiser for the DNC, spoke about
*H

11 holding a fundraising event on September 26,2008 to benefit OVF. A/, at 13. Mr. von Storch

12 told Mr. Petrillo about empty space at VIDA's newest location, and they agreed to hold the event

13 at this location. Id The VIDA Response and the Response of DNC and OVF ("DNC/OVF

14 Response") indicate that Mr. Petrillo informed Mr. von Storch that OVF would have to be

15 invoiced for the rental of the space as well as any rood or beverages served at the event. /</.;

16 DNC/OVF Response, Declaration of Thomas Petrillo ("Petrillo Dec.'1) at 14.

17 Prior to September 19,2008, Mr. Petrillo emailed Mr. von Storch an invitation to the

18 fundraiser. See OVF Invitation, attached as Exhibit A to DNC/OVF Response; von Stoich Dec.

19 at 17. Mr. Petrillo also emailed this invitation to approximately 500 donors in the D.C.

20 metropolitan area. Petrillo Dec. at J5. According to Mr. von Storch, he revised the invitation,

21 without Mr. Petrillo's knowledge or approval, adding a special disclaimer stating, "VIDA and

10 Sn VIDA Fitness website.;

10
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1 Bang11 do not endorse nor support any political candidate, but do encourage their members and

2 friends to get involved and participate in the electoral process." See VIDA Invitation, attached

3 as Exhibit B of VIDA Response; von Storch Dec. at 17. On his own accord and without the

4 knowledge or approval of Mr. Petrillo, Mr. von Storch then emailed this invitation to

5 approximately 20,000 individuals who were on a list, prepared by Mr. von Storch, of customers

6 and friends of VIDA and Bang, von Storch Dec. at fl 9,10; Petrillo Dec. at fl 7-8. Mr. von

7 Storch states that he subsequently paid Vida $3,000 as a '̂ personal in-kind contribution'* to the

8 OVF for the use and rental of the email list, calculated as u$150[0].00 [sic] per 10,000 names."

9 vonStorchDec. at J10. The Commission's disclosure

10 made a $3,000 contribution to OVF on December 4,2008.12

11 On September 26, the day of the ftadto^

12 equipment and volunteers to manage the event and guests, von Storch Dec. at 1 lly but it had not

13 received an invoice from VIDA for the use of the space and beverages. According to press

14 reports, more than 400 attended this event and tickets were "almost sold out" at $250 to $2,500.13

15 In addition, mere were a limited number of tickets available at $100. See VIDA Invitation.

16 Given that the gym was to open on the following Monday, von Storch reportedly promoted this

1' Bang refin to Bang Salon ud Spa. which is a sak)o owned by Nfr. von Storch. Bang is a respondent in MUR
6110, wWch, in put, involves substantially similar allegations.

Although the contribution limit for individuali to a candidate conunrttoe during the 2008 dcctioii cycle was
$2300,individusJscc«Ugveaiiuutta SM2U.S.C.
§441a(a). Because OVT was a joimfaioYaisiiigcGaimittM
individual could niake a contribution up to $30,800. SeellC.F.R.$102.17(cX5)(piovid^
could mane a contribution to the joint lundnnsing effort in an amount mat represents the total of me allowable
contribution limits lor all participants).
lsAmSdirooteMullmt,Sa?a*.toto^

li Jeniea bi tnum tmiiohl

11
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1 event a "sneak peak" into the new location.14 At this time, we do not have information as to how

2 much was raised or how much of the amount raised resulted fiom Mr. von Sotrch's invitations.

3 After the event, Mr. Petrillo claims that he asked Mr. von Storch for an invoice but did

4 not receive one immediately. Petrillo Dec. at 19. According to Mr. von Storch, because the

5 main celebrity attraction cancelled her appearance at the last minute, M[f]rastntion and confusion

6 reigned, and invoicing for the rental space and beverages got lost in the shuffle." von Storch

7 Dec. at ̂  11. Furthermore, Mr. von Storch became occupied with the grand opening of the new

8 VIDA location and did not realize that he forgot to submit the invoice to Mr. Petrillo. von Storch

9 Dec. at 112. Mr. Petrillo also was deployed to Ohio to conduct campaign work and did not

10 realize that he had not yet received an invoice. Petrillo Dec. at 112. When Mr. Petrillo learned

11 of the Complaint in this matter, he again asked Mr. von Storch for the invoice. Petrillo Dec. at 1

12 11.

13 On December 4,2008, Mr. Petrillo received an invoice, dated November 26,2008, from

14 Mr. von Storch for $2,725.00. Petrillo Dec. at \ 12; VIDA invoice, attached as Exhibit C to

15 VIDAResponse. Mr. von Storch stated that he charged $2£00 for the space rental based upon

16 what he estimated a hotel would charge for the same amount of space used, given that the space

17 was new, and "there was no history of customary use, or usual and normal rental charge for, the

18 venue." VIDA Response at 4. In addition, Mr. von Storch charged $225 for beverages that were

19 served at the event, von Storch Dec. at ̂ 12. OVF subsequently paid the invoice. See Check

20 No. 5560, attached as Exhibit D to VIDA Response.

21 On March 27,2009, we sent a pre-RTB clarification letter requesting information on how

22 Mr. von Storch actually estimated what a hotel would charge and how he determined the prices

14 ld.\ MM alto, Victor Mildonado, Sarah Jtutea Parlor to H^tiMObamaFwnarab* in Washington, Sept. 22,
2008, http://www.namihouiebl« .̂c«Ti/i^ I Mftvicvr-print f iHring that the event would aim
celebrate the opening of VIDA1! Metropole location).

12
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1 of the beverages. In response, Mr. von Starch explained that since (here was no customary usage

2 established for the new location of VIDA and he had no experience estimating the fair market

3 value of renting the space, "he estimated an amount that he thought would be a reasonable fair

4 market value ---- " April 6, 2009 Letter from Katherine R. Boyce Esq., Attachment B. He then

5 discussed the price with the event organizer of the DNC and "was told that, based on the DNC's

rsi 6 extensive experience with costs of hotel venue rentals with beverages included (only sodas and
«T

^ 7 beer from one keg were served), the price quoted hi the invoice seemed reasonable." Id.
•H

g 2. Legal

<r 9 A corporation is prohibited fiom making a contribution in connection with a federal
O
2 10 election under the Act &e 2 U.S.C. § 441b(a); 11 OF.R.§ 114.2(b). In addition, neither a
*""!

1 1 federal candidate nor a political committee may knowingly accept a contribution from a

12 corporation. See 2 U.S.C. § 441b(a); 1 1 C.F.R. § 1 14.2(d). The Commission's regulations

13 further provide that a corporation may not fi^Uitate the making of a contribution by using its

1 4 corporate resources to engage in rundnising activities for any federal election. See 1 1 C.F.R.

15 § 1 14.2(0(1). The regulations provide examples of conduct that constitute corporate facilitation,

16 including the use of a corporate customer list, to send mvitations to individuals not within the

17 restricted class to fundraisers without advance payment; the use of meeting rooms that arc not

1 g customarily available to civic or community organizations; and the provision of catering or other

19 food services without advance payment See 1 1 C.FJL § 1 14.2(f)(2).

20 a. Use of VIDA's Customer List

21 Corporations such as VIDA, which do not have separate segregated tunds, are permitted

22 to solicit contributions to be sent directly to candidates, but those solicitations are limited solely

23 to its restricted class, consisting of its stockholders and executive or administrative personnel,

13
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1 and their families. 2 U.S.C. § 441b(bX2XA); 11 C.F.R. §§ 114.1Q) and 114.2(f). Moreover,

2 corporate facilitation may result if the corporation uses its list of customers, who are not within

3 the restricted class, to solicit contributions or distribute invitations to fundraisers without

4 advance payment for the fair market value of the list See 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(fX2XiXQ-

5 Thus, when Mr. von Starch, the President of VIDA, emailed a list of 20,000 VIDA

6 customers and friends to distribute the September 26 fundraiser invitation withommaidng an

7 advance payment, VIDA solicited outside of its restricted class and facilitated the making of

8 contributions to OVF. While Mr. von Starch reimbursed VIDA after the complaint was filed,

9 such reimbursement may mitigate but not vitiate a violation. Accordingly, we recommend that

10 the Commission find reason to believe that VIDA violated 2 U.S.C. § 441b(a) and 11 C.F.R.

11 §114.2(i).

12 b. Space Rental

13 Corporate facilitation includes "using meeting rooms that are not customarily available to

14 clubs, civic or community organizations or other groups." 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(fX2XiXD). For

5S example, facilitation would occur if a corporation makes its meeting room available for a

16 candidate's fundraiser, but not for community or civic groups. Set Explanation and

17 Justification, Facilitating the Making of Contributions, 60 Fed. Reg. 642S9,64264 (Dec. 14,

18 1995). The permissibility of using such rooms when a corrx>ration receives payment is governed

19 byllC.F.R.§114.9(a),(b),or(d). Id. Section 114.9(d), which pertains to Muse or rental** of

20 corporate facilities, provides that persons may main use of corporate nralitiesm connection with

21 a federal election so long as they reimburse the corpor^on'^vitm^ a commercially reasonable

22 time in the amount of the normal and usual rental charge." A/.

14
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1 In this matter, despite the purported agreement between Mr. von Storch and Mr. Petrillo,

2 VIDA failed to provide an invoice to the DNC until after the filing of the Complaint and 61 days

3 after the fundraising event. In a recent matter, MUR 5998 (John McCain for President), the

4 Commission determined that it was commercially reasonable for a vendor to invoice a committee

5 45 days after a campaign event and 6 days after the complaint had been filed, given that the

6 delay was relatively short and was due to a tax concern that was under review by the vendor.

7 Furthermore, the Commission has determined billing a committee approximately 90 days from

8 the event is commercially reasonable. See, e.g., MUR 6034 (Worth ft Company, Inc.). While

9 the reason for the delay in this matter appears to have been an oversight by the parties, it appears

10 that VIDA obtained payment for the space within a commercially reasonable time, given that

11 VIDA billed OVF within 61 days of the event and received payment shortly thereafter.

12 With respect to the amount paid for the space rental, VIDA indicates that because the

13 space was brand new with no history of customary use, Mr. von Storch charged $2,500 based

14 upon what he thought would be a reasonable fair market value of the space rental, although he

15 had no experience estimating what a ftu-maiket value would be. 5ee von Storch Dec. at ̂  12.

16 Mr. von Storch then consulted Mr. Petrillo, who agreed that the price was reasonable. Id. While

17 the respondents claim that the price far the space rental was reasonable, zespondents have not

18 provided any supporting information as to how they determined that the price charged w

19 conimensuiatewimwhatahotdwoiddrypicaUychar^ &«#;April6,2009Letter,

20 Attachment B. For example, they do not state whether they actuaUy compared prices of specific

21 hotels in the area, only that Mr. von Storch, in consultation with the DNC, charged what he

22 "thought" would be a fitir market value. Almough we do not have any specific uifonnation as to

23 whether $2,500 for the space rental was reasonable and are solely relying on respondent's

IS
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1 representations, we do not believe that the Commission should use its limited resources to further

2 pursue this allegation, given that no information hag been presented indicating that the $2,500

3 was not the "normal and usual rental charge" for the space under 11 C.F.R. § 114.9(d). Thus, we

4 do not believe that the information provided by VID A provides a sufficient additional basis for

5 our recommendation, see supra p. 14, that the Commission find reason to believe mat VIDA

Ln 6 violated 2 U.S.C. § 441b and 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(1).
<T
m 7 c. Beverages
*"1

JJj 8 Under 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(fX2XiXE)» corporate facilitation includes '•providing catering or
«5T
<=T 9 other food services operated or obtained by the corporation or labor organization, unless the
O
2 10 corporation or labor organization receives advance payrnent for the fair market value of the*™i

11 services.** Because VIDA did not receive advance payment for the beverages, VID A appears to

12 have facilitated the making of a contribution. Accordingly, we recommend that the O

13 find reason to believe that VID A Fitness and David von Storch violated 2 U.S.C. §441b(a) and

14 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(f)(2) by facilitating the making of contribution based on VIDA's Mure to

15 obtain advance payment for the beverages |

16 |

17 | |

18 . We do not recommend, however, that the Commission authorize an investigation to

19 detertm^ewhemer$225wuafakmaricetvalueforthebe^rages. Although $225 does appear

20 to be a low cost for beverages to be served for approximately 400 people, VIDA has indicated

21 that it only served one keg of beer and soda, and we are uncertain as to whether the dollar

22 amount woiUd increase substantially through an investigation. Furthermore, Commission

23 regulations allow a vendor to discount the sale of food or beverages so long as the vendor sells

16
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1 the items at cost or at a discount that does not exceed $1,000. See 11 C.F.R. § 100.78. Based

2 upon this information, we do not believe that the Commission should use its limited resources to

3 investigate the valuation of the beverages.

4 d OVF

5 In their Responses, the joint rundraising participants of OVF, the DNC and OFA largely

6 reiterate the facts and arguments presented hi the VIDA Response. Both the DNC and OFA state

7 that Mr. von Storch acted on his own without consultation or knowledge from the DNC or OFA

8 when he mailed the OVF invitation to the VIDA customer list. &e OFA Response at 3-4;

9 DNC/OVF Response at 2-3. We have no information suggesting otherwise. Thus, neither the

10 OVF nor DNC nor OFA "knowingly" accepted a prohibited contribution in violation of 2 U.S.C.

11 §441b through the use of the customer list.

12 Assuming that the valuation for the space is correct, OVF does not appear to have

13 accepted a prohibited contribution by renting VIDA's space because OVF paid for the space

14 within a commercially reasonable time. With respect to the beverages, OVF appears to have

15 accepted a prohibited contribution given that OW Med to make an advance payment to VIDA

16 for these expenses in violation 11C.F.R.§ 114.2(f). However, we recommend that the

17 Commission exercise its prosecutorial discretion and dismiss this allegation as to OVF, DNC,

1 g and OFA, in light of the relatively small amount of money involved and OVF's ultimate payment

19 for the beverages. See Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S. 821 (1985).

17
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1 C. Alleged Failure to Disclose Tf^flf ff* of Donor List

2 1. Facts

3 The Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now OT "ACORN" describes

4 itself as a 'ton-profit, non-partisan social justice organization."15 Project Vote describes itself as

5 a "national nonpartisan, nonprofit 501(cX3)" organization and has partnered with ACORN, to

6 conduct voter registration drives.16 According to the complaint and publicly available

7 information, an ACORN whi stleblower reportedly testified in a Pennsylvania court case that

8 OFA provided its donor lists to the I^velopment Director of Project Vote.17

9 2.

I 0 2 U.S.C. § 434(bX4) requires a political committee to disclose its disbursements, and

II 11 C.F.R. § 1 04.3(bX4Xvi) requires that an authorized committee must itemize a disbursement

12 of which the aggregate amount or value exceeds $200. The Complaint alleges that OF A violated

13 2U.S.C. f 434(b)and 11 C.F.R.§ 104.3 by tailing to disclose the transfer of its donor list to

14 Project Vote. See Complaint at 2. The Complaint claims that according to past advisory

15 opinions, the Commission has determined that dorx>r or n^lmg lists have value, ami therefore

16 OFA should have disclosed the transfer of the donor lists as a disbursement pursuant to §434(b).

1 7 See, e.g., AO 2002-14 (Libertarian National Committee) (rental payments from leased mailing

18 lists are reportable)."

» S- ACORN WdmfrL htmt//www.acQm.orUrmdgx.nhp9id-12^42.

'* SM Project Vote Website. http^/www.prelectvote .ora/our-minion JitmL

Oct. 17,2008);Johnnn4>fji4C0JWIIW^
testimony of former employee of ACORN Mating tat a Project Vote development director told her that Project Vote
had obtained donor lists from the Obamm campaign).
11 MUR 5396 (Bauer for President 2000), Concfliation Agreeincrt(detera
that respondent received an excessive in-kind ccfltributkmm the form of tooiMr list at lev than te
iHNinal charge).

18
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1 OFA's Response states that it "never gave its donor lists to Project Vote, ACORN, or my

2 other organization." OFA Response at 1. The Response notes that while its Privacy Policy may

3 permit it to transfer its donor lists to other orgajuzations for a ̂ pursuant to a rental agreement,

4 OFA never gave or rented its list to Project Vote. In addition, the Response attaches the

5 Declaration of Michael Dykes, the former Finance Chief of Staff for OF A. The Declaration

6 states that OFA "never gave its donor lists to Project Vote, ACORN, or any other organization1'

7 and "whenever [OFA] did transfer its donor lists to other organizations, it did so for a fee

8 pursuant to a rental agreement and reported the transactions accordingly." Declaration of

9 Michael Dykes, Exhibit A of OFA Response. Because the Committee did not transfer the lists to

10 Project Vote, the Response claims that there was no transaction to disclose and no violation of

11 theFECA. OFA Response at 2.

12 Recently, this allegation has received increased meife attention ainid claims that the tfew

13 York Times refused to cover a story that me Obama campaign had given ACORN a b'st of uso-

14 called maxed-out donors."19 While a former ACORN employee gave a New York Times reporter

15 a donor list, the reporter was unable to verity that the list canie irom the Obama campaign and

16 ultimately did not pursue the story.20 However, this former ACORN employee, who may be the

17 ACORN whistleblower referenced hi the Complaint, has subsequently made public statements

18 that the Obama campaign gave a donor list to ACORN.21

19 Although there appears to be some speculation hi the press that the Obama campaign

20 gave a donor list to ACORN, the Response has flatly denied that OFA gave any donor list for

''ClrtHoyi, 7^ 7^ 7TwrD/a>iV/'a»Oitf. THE NEWYORK TIMES. Mty 17,2009.

2lSw0'*«%Ate/fc/Vcwyar*7&w0w
httP^/www.fbxnewa.coiTi/atorv/OJ>933-520701 .OOJitml.

19
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1 free to any outside organization, including ACORN, and no specific information has been

2 presented to the contrary . Given that the Response appears to adequately rebut the allegations,

3 we recommend that the Commission find no reason to believe that OFA violated 2 U.S.C.

4 § 434(b) and 1 1 C.F.R. § 1043.

5 D. Allgrf Exgf

0> * 1. Facts
«3T
Ni 7 Saul Ewing,LLP,C*SaulEwing10 is a law fiim organized as a Ddawarebmit^
•H

U> 8 partnership.22 It has offices throughout the Mid-Atlantic region of the United Slates. On
fM
T
tq- 9 October 28, 2008, an article published in the NewYor k Tito* reported that thousands of lawyers
O
O 10 were assisting President Barack Obama's campaign by monitoring the polls on Election Day.23

'**i

1 1 The article described how Saul Ewing allowed attorneys employed by the firm to receive pro

12 bono credit fbr voter protection work and quoted a Saul Ewing partner, Orian Johnson, who

1 3 stated, "Our lawyers are willing to go mano-a-mano.*124 The article then identified Mr. Johnson

14 as "a member of the Obama national finance committee, w and m the immediately folio wing

15 sentence, stated, "All volunteers must undergo a traming session dtherm person or onUne with

16 the Obama campaign."25

17 2. Leal

18 During the 2008 general election, no person could make a contribution, which exceeded

19 $2300, to any federal candidate and his authorized committee. 2 U.S.C. § 441(aXlXA); 11

20 C.F.R. § 110.1(b). 2U.S.C. §431(ll)(tefinesMperson"toiiicludeaPartoer8hip. Id. Under

21 Commission regulations, a contribution by a partnership must be attributed to the partnership and

S**Sm\ Ewhjf Web
19 SM Leslie Wayne, Party UnytnKta^ioKtqf an E^OHOitfeattVEW

"Id

20
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1 to each partner either in direct proportion to his or her share of the partnership profits or by

2 agreement of the partners. 11 C.F.R. § 1 lO.l(eXl), (2). Because Saul Ewing is a partnership, it

3 was subject to the Act's contribution limits.

4 Citing the October 28,2008 New York Times article, the Complaint alleges that OFA

5 intended to knowingly accept, and Saul Ewing, LLP intended to make, excessive contributions

6 through pro bono legal services rendered by Saul Ewing to OFA in violation of 2 U.S.C. § 441a.

7 Barring some exceptions, the provision office legal services to a political committee becomes a

8 contribution under 2 U.S.C. § 431(8XAXU), which states that a contribution includes, "the

9 payment by any person of compensation for the personal services of another person which are

10 rendered to a political committee without charge for any purpose.** Id; see also 11 C.F.R.

11 § 100.54; AO 2006-22 (Jenkins & Oilchrist) (law firm's preparation of amicus brief on behalf of

12 political committee free of charge would constitute a contribution). Thus, if Saul Ewing did

13 provide pro bono legal services to OFA, it would have made a contribution to OF A.

14 OF A and Saul Ewing both contend, however, that Saul Ewing never provided pro

15 services to OFA. See OFA Response at 2-3; Saul Ewing Response at 2. OF A states that it has

16 no knowledge of Saul Ewing providing any pro bono legal services to OF A. OFA Response at

17 2-3. In addition, Saul Ewing indicates that the article did not accurately report the voter

18 protection activities of its lawyers. Id. Although some of its attorneys participated in such

19 activities for pro bono credit, the attorneys participated m a nonpartisan voter protection effort

20 led by the Lawyers'Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, not the Obama campaign. Saul

21 Ewing Response at 2. According to Saul Ewing, while the New York Times reporter did speak

22 with Mr. Johnson, Mr. Johnson believed mat her questions concerned his personal role in the

23 Obama campaign and not the law firm. See #. at 2.

21
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1 Given the specific information provided by OFA and Saul Ewing, we believe that the

2 Responses adequately rebut the allegations contained in the Complaint. Accordingly, we

3 recommend that the Commission find no reason to believe that OF A knowingly accepted, and

4 Saul Ewing made, excessive in-kind contributions in violation of 2 U.S.C. § 441a(a) and (f).

5 E. Conchukm

rH 6 In conclusion, we make the following recommendations concerning the several
in
M 7 allegations made by the Complaint First, we recommend that the Commission dismiss the*"i
CD
rvi 8 allegation that OFA and President Obama violated 2 U.S.C. § 439a(b) by converting campaign
<T
*? 9 funds for President Obama's personal use and send a cautionary letter.

2 10 Second, we recommend that the Commission find reason to believe that VID A and David*̂i

11 von Starch, President of VID A, violated 2 U.S.C. § 441b and 11 C.F.R. § 114.2 by soliciting

12 outside of the restricted class and facilitating the making of contributions when Mr. von Starch

13 emailed an invitation to the OVFnjnd^ser to VIDA*s customers and foiled to obtain advance

14 payment for beverages. However, we do not recommend that the Commission should find

15 reason to believe that VID A factiitatedte

16 for the fundraiser. Furtherniore.werecoinmendthattheConum

17 OVF, OFA, and the DNC violated 2 U.S.C. § 441b(a) by knowingly accepting a prohibited

18 contribution.

19 In addition, we recommend that the Commission find 110 reason to beu>ve OFA violated

20 2 U.S.C. §434(b) and 11 C.F.R. § 104.3 by felling to report an alleged transfer of a donor list

21 Finally, we recommend that the Commission tmdrK) reason to beUeve that OF A knowingly

22 accepted, or Saul Ewing made, an excessive contribution in violation of 2 U.S.C. § 441 a.

22
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15 IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

16 1. Wsmiss the aUcgaticm that Obama for America and Martin Nesbitt, in his offi^
17 capacity as Treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. f 439a(b) and send a cautionary letter,

* Given tint ticket! to the fundraiser generally cert between S2SO to S2.SOO. with • limited number of tickets selliog
fcr $100, we determined that the ftindrwer UterymiMdttleitfSlOO.000 luring
bought tickets that ivenaed ipproximttely $250.
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2. Dismiss the allegation that Barack Obama violated 2 U.S.C. § 439a(b) and send a

3. Find reason to believe that VTDA Fitness and David von Storch violated 2 U.S.C.
§ 441b(a) and 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(f);

4. Dismiss the allegation that Obama Victory Fund, Obama for America, and the
Democratic National Committee violated 2 U.S.C. § 441b(a);

5. Find no reason to believe mat Obama for America and Martin Nesbitt, in his official
capacity as Treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. § 434(b) and 11 C.F.R. 5 104.3;

6. Find no reason to believe that Obama for America and Martin Nesbitt, in his official
capacity as Treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. § 441a(f);

7. Find no reason to believe that Saul Ewing, LLP violated 2 U.S.C. § 441a(aXlXA) and 11
C.F.R.§110.1(b);

8.

9.

10. Approve the attached factual and legal analyses;

11. Approve the appropriate letters; and

12. Close the me as to Obama for America and Martin Nesbitt, in his official
Treasurer, Barack Obama; Obama Victory Fund and Andrew Tobias, in his official
capacity as Treasurer; Democratic National Committee and Andrew Tobias, in his
official capacity as Treasurer; and Saul Ewing. LLP.

ia P. Duncan
General Counsel

Ann Marie1

Associate General Counsel for Enforcement

kMcConneU
: General Counsel
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Attorney
Attachments
A. Travelocity Search Results
B. April 6,2009 Letter from Kathcrine R. Boyce, Esq.
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April 6,2009

ID
^ Ann Marie Terziken,E*q.
•"* Associate General Counsel for Enforcement
<£ Federal Election Commission
™ 999 E Street, NW
Jj Washington, DC 20463

O
O
H DearMs-Terzaken:

As designated counsel to David von Starch. President of VIDA Fitness. I am responding to your
letter of Much 27, 2009 regarding Mitten Under Review ("MUR") 61 10 and 6127 requesting
clarification of one point in our Response of December 23. 2001 provided to the Commission.

As noted in our Response and Mr. von Starch's aflktovit attached theieto, the space at VIDA Fitness,
1515 13* Street, NW, Washington, DC. had not yet c>pened to tr« public sndtrwrtrfbrehwl no history
of customary usage. Therefore, as Mr. von Storeh had no experience estimating what would be a fkir
market value for renting this particular space, he estimated an amount that he thought would be a
reasoiiabfe fur market value of to sosce rental. He then discussed this price wkh the event
organizer at the Democratic NatioftaJOmmitteeC^NCrO who had asked to be invoiced. Mr. von
Storeh was told thai, based on the DNC's extensive experience with costs of hotel venue rentals with
beverages included (only sodas and beer from one keg were servedX the price quoted in the invoice
seemed reasonable. WebelvwtretttheDNCsiii-hoiawcounidvrin

For the reasons set forth in our Response, as clarified in this letter, we believe that the allegations
made against Mr. von Storeh or against VIDA Fhness
corporate in-kind contributions end failure to include proper joint rundraishig notices are without
merit, end that no action should be taken agaiim Mr. von Storeh or his businesses.

Sincerely, f

Katharine R. Boyce
Counsel to David von Storeh

ee: David von Storeh

DC | Ncrikiin Vugmia | Niw Jtntv | Hi* Yirk | DiUll | OMVII I ARChonn | Dohi | Ab« Oka»i


